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Mist eliminators from Lechler
Made-to-measure solutions

Lechler mist eliminators
Vital elements in many
processing operations.

Lechler mist eliminators.
Made-to-measure for your
application.

Mist eliminators have long
played a vital role in many
process operations and in gas
washing plants. They become
even more important now
through the imposition of ever
more stringent environmental
protection regulations that
necessitate a drastic reduction
in the pollutants carried by the
gases leaving gas-washing
plants.

Working closely with plant
operators and with scientific
institutes, Lechler has developed a variety of mist eliminators that exactly meet the
above-mentioned requirements and they have proved
to be highly successful in
many fields of industry: in
reducing environmental pollution from existing plants, in
gas-washing installations, in
the chemical and woodpulp
industries, on offshore rigs, in
air-conditioning and ventilation
systems, in cooling towers and
in evaporative condensers - in
fact, wherever it is necessary
to separate droplets of liquid
reliably and effectively solution, that is why each mist
eliminator is made to measure.

Such regulations make it necessary to install high-performance mist eliminators that,
while generating as little pressure loss as possible, are
capable of arresting even the
finest droplets, often with a
diameter of less than 10 μm.
Such an objective calls for a
separation system with only a
few components that is capable
of dealing with high flow rates.

Power plant (EON)

Chemical industry

Pulp and paper industry (KVAERNER PULPING)
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Lechler measurement engineering –
The basis for the reliable function of
mist eliminators

It is necessary to the design
and planning of mist eliminators to have a thorough
understanding of the function
and performance of the various separation system as well
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Measurement at mist eliminator laboratory
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Measurement equipment: Laser-Doppler particle analyzer

Film development on a baffle vane

Measurement equipment: Laser-Doppler particle analyser

Film development on a baffle vane
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- Primary separation
- Secondary separation
The functional principle
- Primary separation
- Secondary separation

Lechler vane-type separators
work on the physical principle
of inertia, and separation is
thus effected in two stages:
n Primary separation and
Lechler
vane-type
separators
n Secondary
separation
work on the physical principle
of inertia, and separation is
thus effected in two stages:
n Primary separation and
n Secondary separation

Primary separation

Secondary separation
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Horizontal, vertical or
oblique gas flow
Various vertical and horizontal
types of Lechler high-performance mist eliminators are
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design aspects.

Typical droplet flight paths in a horizontal separator
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Typical droplet flight paths in a horizontal separator

The functional principle Vertical or horizontal gas ﬂow

Mist Eliminators with
vertical gas ﬂow
In vane-type mist eliminators
with a vertical gas flow the
baffle vanes are arranged horizontally or at a slight angle to
the horizontal. Since the gas
flows upwards in the opposite
direction, it is necessary for the
baffle vanes to be designed so
that certain regions are
bypassed by the gas flow.
Thus zones are provided in
which the droplets can be collected without interaction with
the gas. These zones also provide a secure diversion of the
collected liquid from the surface of the vanes. This requirement can be met in various
ways and in function of the
profile and shape of the vanes.

back to droplets. To prevent
overstressing of the system by
droplets being picked up and
recirculated by the gas flow,
these droplets must be substantially larger than those carried into the separator by the
gas.

Mist Eliminators with
horizontal gas ﬂow
Vane-type mist eliminators
for a horizontal gas flow have
a system of vertical baffle
vanes. The provision for secondary separation is of a different design from that of separators for vertical gas flow.
When the flow of gas is horizontal the baffles stand vertically and the liquid film that
forms on them flows downwards by gravity. The provision of regions, before or
behind the phase-separation
chambers, that are bypassed
by the gas flow, enable the liquid film to flow off the baffles
without renewed contact with
the gas.

Depending on the separator,
gas-flow rates of up to 10 m/s
can be achieved.
The baffles can be shaped for
particularly satisfactory gas
flow characteristics, therefore
the pressure loss across such
separators is remarkably now.
To suit the needs of each particular application, a choice
can be made from a finely
staged range of baffle-vane
types with a simple or multiple
gas-flow diversion.

As the liquid has to flow in the
opposite direction to the gas,
the film of liquid that forms on
the vane has to be converted

The fact that the flow-off is
assisted by gravity results in
mist eliminators with a par
ticularly high performance.

Functional principle of a vertical separator

Functional principle of a horizontal separator
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Lechler mist eliminator
for horizontal gas ﬂow
Type LTH 100

The LTH 100 is well proven
with its many sided application
and combination capabilities.
The plastic sinusoidally corrugated profile plate with protruding phase separation
The
LTH 100
is well aproven
chambers,
reaches
high
with
its many
sided application
separation
performance
over
and
combination
capabilities.
a wide
gas flow velocity
The
plastic sinusoidally corruspectrum.
gated profile plate with protruding
separation
Minimalphase
pressure
loss, high
chambers,
reaches
high
hydraulic separationacapacity,
separation
performance
over
and a low fouling
tendency
a
wide
gas
flow
velocity
make the LTH 100 a universally
spectrum. decades proven,
installable,
drop separator system,
Minimal pressure
loss, high
especially
in the waste
gases
hydraulic
separation
capacity,
treatment area.
and a low fouling tendency
make the LTH 100 a universally
installable, decades proven,
drop separator system,
especially in the waste gases
treatment area.

We deliver the LTH 100 to you
in many different configurations:
As a complete housing unit
to be connected to your
existing pipe systems or as
a frame unit for installation
Weinto
deliver
LTH 100
to you
yourthe
current
construcin many
different configurations:
tion site.
As
complete
housing
In aalight
package
con- unit
to
be connected
to your
struction
or in a stabile
existingframe
pipe unit
systems
or as
profile
for the
a frame demands.
unit for installation
highest
into
current
construcIn
a your
one-stage
design
or
tion
site. staged with a
multiple
In a lightsystem.
package conrinsing
struction
or distances
in a stabilebetWith
larger
profile
frame
unit forprofiles
the
ween the separator
highest
demands.
for separating
with high solid
In a one-stage
design
or
particle
contents
or with
multipledistances
staged with
smaller
foraseparinsingthe
system.
rating
finest of droplets.
With larger distances between the separator profiles
for separating with high solid
particle contents or with
smaller distances for separating the finest of droplets.

With the LTH 100 from Lechler,
you have the flexible separator
system for the optimal fulfillment for your demands and
wishes.
Withwould
the LTH
from
We
be100
happy
to Lechler,
send
you
theofflexible
separator
you have
a copy
our technical
system
for the
optimal
fulfilldata sheet
on the
LTH 100.
ment for your demands and
wishes.
We would be happy to send
you a copy of our technical
data sheet on the LTH 100.

LTH 100 profile geometry

LTH 100 beeing installed in a flue-gas
desulphurization plant

LTH 100 beeing installed in a flue-gas
desulphurization plant

LTH100 with housing

Installed LTH 100 in a flue-gas
desulphurization plant
LTH100 with housing
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LTH 100 profile geometry

Installed LTH 100 in a flue-gas

Lechler mist eliminator
for horizontal gas ﬂow
Type LTH 600

The type series LTH 600
includes four, exclusively stainless steel profile geometry’s.
From type LTH 601 to the
LTH 604, in each series is an
increasing number of separaThe type series LTH 600
tion effective inversions of the
includes four, exclusively staingas flow. Through these gradless steel profile geometry’s.
uations and the variable disFrom type LTH 601 to the
tances between the separation
LTH 604, in each series is an
profiles, you can achieve the
increasing number of separabest possible fine tuning to
tion effective inversions of the
meet the specific demands for
gas flow. Through these gradyour operations.
uations and the variable distances between the separation
The most widely used profile
profiles, you can achieve the
shape, the LTH 603 with 3
best possible fine tuning to
phase separation chambers,
meet the specific demands for
shows it superiority through its
your operations.
high hydraulic separation
capacity. It attains a high
The most widely used profile
degree of separation and is
shape, the LTH 603 with 3
also suitable for high gas flow
phase separation chambers,
velocities.
shows it superiority through its
high hydraulic separation
The LTH 600 is is used in
capacity. It attains a high
every place where temperature
degree of separation and is
or corrosion resistant stainless
also suitable for high gas flow
steel is required, and the finest
velocities.
droplets need to be assuredly
and effectively removed from
The LTH 600 is is used in
horizontal gas flow.
every place where temperature
or corrosion resistant stainless
steel is required, and the finest
droplets need to be assuredly
and effectively removed from
horizontal gas flow.

For example in the pulp and
paper industry, in sugar and
chemical industry for the use
in evaporators, condensers,
scrubbers etc.
For example in the pulp and
We can deliver the LTH 600
paper industry, in sugar and
tailored to your needs:
chemical industry for the use
As a complete housing unit
in evaporators, condensers,
for direct connection to
scrubbers etc.
your existing pipes.
As an ready to install frame
We can deliver the LTH 600
unit to be built into your
tailored to your needs:
current construction site.
As a complete housing unit
As a sectional frame unit,
for direct connection to
which can be installed
your existing pipes.
through a manhole
As an ready to install frame
entrance to your vessel.
unit to be built into your
current construction site.
As a sectional frame unit,
which can be installed
through a manhole
entrance to your vessel.

With the Lechler LTH 600, you
always have the right profile
for the right situation!
We would be happy to send
you a copy of our technical
With the Lechler LTH 600, you
data sheet on the LTH 600.
always have the right profile
for the right situation!
We would be happy to send
you a copy of our technical
data sheet on the LTH 600.

LTH 601 to 604 profile geometry

LTH 601 to 604 profile geometry

LTH 600 with housing

LTH 600 with housing

LTH 600 with frame, sectional design
LTH 600 with frame

LTH 600 with frame, sectional design
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LTH 600 with frame

Lechler mist eliminator
for vertical gas ﬂow
Type LTV 271

The LTV 271 is a proven,
well-known separator system
made of plastic. The characteristic guidance channels,
which are integrated in the
separation profile assures the
The
LTVdrainage
271 is a of
proven,
proper
the sepawell-known
separator
system
rated liquid.
made of plastic. The characteristic
guidance
The LTV
271 has channels,
a wide field
which
are
in the
of
uses;
in integrated
the waste gas
treatseparation
profile
assures
ment, as a fine separator inthe
proper
of the sepaflue-gasdrainage
desulphurization
rated
liquid.
plants, in evaporators and

columns or in exhaust air syshas ais wide
field
The
temsLTV
the 271
LTV 271
convincing
of
uses; in
wastefree
gas treatthrough
its the
problem
ment, as a fine separator in
flue-gas desulphurization
plants, in evaporators and
columns or in exhaust air systems the LTV 271 is convincing
through its problem free

handling and the simple adaptability to the constructional
situation where it is to be
installed.

Large separator areas can in
this way be assembled together out of handy sized, singular
standardized sections.

Through the standardized
handling andshape
the simple
construction
of theadaptability
to
the
constructional
LTV 271, you have a cost-use
situation
where it is
to reduced
be
factor
advantage
and
installed.
ordering-to-delivery times. We
deliver the LTV 271 as a stanThrough the
standardized
dardized
package
in the stanconstruction
shape
theand
dard
widths of
305, of
610
LTV
271,
you
have
a
cost-use
905 mm, with graduated
factor advantage
andthe
reduced
package
lengths for
instalordering-to-delivery
times.
lation through the usual We
deliver theentrance
LTV 271sizes.
as a stanmanhole
dardized package in the standard widths of 305, 610 and
905 mm, with graduated
package lengths for the installation through the usual
manhole entrance sizes.

Through the use of our optional
Large
separator "Fix-clip”,
areas canthe
in
clip connectors,
this
way
be
assembled
togethpackages can be secured
er
out ofslippage.
handy sized,
against
Also singular
deliverstandardized
sections.
able are special constructions
such as cut-to-size round secThrough
the optimal
use of our
optional
tions for the
exploitaclip connectors,
"Fix-clip”,
tion
of the available
space the
the
packages
can be secured
stream
cross-section.
against slippage. Also deliverable
special
With are
the LTV
271constructions
from Lechler,
suchget
as proven,
cut-to-size
round
secyou
easy
to hantions
for
the
optimal
exploitadle separator technology in a
tion
of the
available space the
robust
construction.
stream cross-section.

LTV 271 profile geometry

LTV 271 profile geometry

We would be happy to send
With
LTV 271data
from
Lechler,
you athe
technical
sheet
on
you
get proven,
easy to hanthe LTV
271.
dle separator technology in a
robust construction.
We would be happy to send
you a technical data sheet on
the LTV 271.

LTV 271 during installation
LTV 271 circular cut

LTV 271 during installation
LTV 271 circular cut

Close-up view of the LTV 271
circular cut

Close-up view of the LTV 271
circular cut
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LTV 271 as a fine separator in a flue-gas desulphurization plant

Lechler mist eliminator
for vertical gas ﬂow
Type LTV 300

The LTV 300 is characterized
by its superior separating
performance even the finest
droplets and an extremely
high separating capacity.
Through the special profile
The LTV 300
is characterized
geometry,
there
are small
by its superior
separating
"drain
off channels”,
which,
performance
the finest
when
they areeven
installed
in an
droplets
and an from
extremely
angled position
15°-60°,
high
separating
capacity.
assure
the removal
of the sepThrough
the special
profile
arated fluids
out of the
flow
geometry,
there
are
small
stream. The LTV 300, made of
"drain off
which,
plastic
or channels”,
stainless steel,
finds
when
they
are
installed
an
usage in the waste gas in
treatangled
from 15°-60°,
ment, inposition
evaporators,
in
assure
removal
of and
the sepprocessthe
gas
cleaning
arated fluids out of the flow
stream. The LTV 300, made of
plastic or stainless steel, finds
usage in the waste gas treatment, in evaporators, in
process gas cleaning and

similar uses. Wherever finest
droplets must be effectively
separated out of vertical gas
streams. The LTV 300 is delivered in handy packages, that
easily fit into the installation
similar
uses.they
Wherever
finest
area where
then can
be
droplets
must
effectively
assembled
intobelarger
separaseparated
tor areas. out of vertical gas
streams. The LTV 300 is delivered
handyformat
packages,
In theinspecial
LTV that
easily fit into
theconstruction)
installation a
300.30.B
(roof
area wheresupport
they then
can be
horizontal
construcassembled
larger separation
is madeinto
possible.
tor areas.
The
round and angled cut LTV

300 for angled installation
In the15°-45°
special enables
format LTV
from
an
300.30.B (roof construction) a
horizontal support construction is made possible.
The round and angled cut LTV
300 for angled installation
from 15°-45° enables an

optimal exploitation of the flow
cross section.
With the LTV 300 from Lechler,
you get easy to handle, but
highly effective and safe sepaoptimal
exploitation of the flow
rator technology.
cross section.
We would be happy to send
With
LTVof300
Lechler,
you athe
copy
the from
technical
you
get
easy
to
handle,
but
data sheet on the LTV 300.
highly effective and safe separator technology.
We would be happy to send
you a copy of the technical
data sheet on the LTV 300.
LTV 300 profile geometry

LTV 300 in plastic, standard construction

LTV 300 in stainless steel

LTV 300 in plastic, standard construction

LTV 300 in stainless steel

LTV 300.30.B, for horizontal
support constructions

LTV 300.30.B, for horizontal

LTV 300 profile geometry

LTV 300, round / angled cut, for 30° installation
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Lechler mist eliminator
for vertical gas flow
Type LTV 400

The LTV 400 is an universal
separator system made of
plastic or stainless steel. Many
years of separator technology
experience have flown into the
LTV 400.
The
LTV 400
is an developuniversal
Through
intensive
separator
made in
of the
ment and system
optimizations
plastic
or
stainless
steel.
profile contours, the LTV Many
400
years
of separator
technology
achieves
high separation
valexperience
have flown
into the
ues, even without
the additionLTV
400.off aids for the sepaal drain
Through
intensive developrated fluids.
ment
and optimizations
in the
The resulting
smooth profile
profile
contours,
the
LTV
400
has a very low fouling tendency
achieves
high
separation valand
is easy
to clean.
ues, LTV
even400
without
the additionThe
is particularly
al drain in
offitsaids
for the sepaflexible
application
possirated fluids.
bilities
because of its variable
The resulting smooth profile
has a very low fouling tendency
and is easy to clean.
The LTV 400 is particularly
flexible in its application possibilities because of its variable

package lengths and the
different deliverable separation
distances of the separation
profiles.
The LTV 400 is especially recpackage lengths
and
thesepaommended
where
high
different
deliverable
ration
capacities
areseparation
needed,
distances
of thesolid
separation
even
with high
particle
profiles.
contents.
It is often used in the treatment
The
LTV 400
is especially
recof
waste
gases,
(for example:
ommended
where
high
sepacoarse and fine separation in
ration
capacities
are needed,
flue-gas
desulphurization
even
with
high
solid
particle
plants), in evaporators,
concontents.
densers (pulp and paper
Itindustry,
is often chemical
used in the
treatment
industry)
of
waste
gases,
and
similar
uses.(for example:
coarse and fine separation in
flue-gas desulphurization
plants), in evaporators, condensers (pulp and paper
industry, chemical industry)
and similar uses.

The LTV 400 can be delivered
in handy package units. Also
available are special designs,
such as round cut sections for
optimal exploitation of the
available space in the flow
The LTV
400 can be delivered
cross
section.
in handy package units. Also
available
are 400,
special
With
the LTV
youdesigns,
get a
such aseffective,
round cut
sections
for
highly
easy
to clean
optimal
exploitation
of
the
separator with further reaching
available space
in the flow
construction
possibilities
for
cross
section.
adaptability to your installation
situation.
With the LTV 400, you get a
highly
effective,
easy to
to send
clean
We
would
be happy
separator
with
further
reaching
you a technical data sheet on
construction
the
LTV 400. possibilities for
adaptability to your installation
situation.

LTV 400 profile geometry

LTV 400 profile geometry

We would be happy to send
you a technical data sheet on
the LTV 400.

LTV 400, stainless steel, shape "cake piece”

LTV 400 in stainless steel
LTV 400, stainless steel, shape "cake piece”

LTV 400 in stainless steel

Assembly of the LTV 400, plastic, in a flue-gas desulphurization plant
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Installed LTV 400 in a flue-gas desulphurization plant

and vertical gas flow
A large variety of profiles for horizontal
and vertical gas flow

Lechler has a large diversity in
many different separator profiles.
We have therewith the optimal
possibility to solve your just as
diverse problems. Over and
beyond the already shown
Lechler has
a large
diversity
in
systems
on the
previous
pages,
many
different
profiles.
we
would
like separator
to show you
a
We have
the optimal
few
other therewith
of our proven
profiles,
possibility
to solve
just as
a
few of which
can your
be seen
diverse
problems.
Over
and
here in the pictures. For example
beyond
the already
shown
the
LTV 110.33.B,
which
has
systemsitself
on the
pages,
proven
forprevious
coarse sepawe would
like to show
you a
ration
in flue-gas
desulphurfew
other
of
our
proven
profiles,
ization plants.
a
few of
which
cancan
be seen
Other
types
which
be
here
in the
pictures.
For example
ordered
and
delivered
with
the
LTV
110.33.B,
which
has
short
notice,
are the
models:
proven
itself
for
coarse
sepan LTH 200
ration
flue-gas desulphurn LTHin400
ization
plants.
n LTH 500
Other
n LTVtypes
203 which can be
ordered
and delivered with
n LTV 900
short
notice,
areright
the models:
Just ask
for the
profile!
n LTH 200
n LTH 400
n LTH 500
n LTV 203
n LTV 900
Just ask for the right profile!

LTV 110.33.-B in a wash tower

LTV 110.33.-B in a wash tower

LTH 200

LTH 400

LTH 501, 502, 503, 504

LTH 200

LTH 400

LTH 501, 502, 503, 504

LTV 110, view from the top, in a
flue-gas desulphurization plant

LTV 110, view from the top, in a
flue-gas desulphurization plant
LTV 203

LTV 900

LTV 203

LTV 900
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Complete ready for mounting mist eliminators
individal baﬄe elements Lechler has the individual solution

Each project calls for a special
design and arrangement of
droplet separators. The
design, construction, and the
manner in which the baffles
are arranged in a Lechler
mist eliminator depend
entirely on the requirements,
details and specification of the
project. Lechler does not offer
a standard "off the shelf" solution but designs and assembles the most suitable separator
for each specific requirement
utilising standard elements of
the Lechler unit construction
system.

Mist eliminator in a stainless steel housing

LTV 400 with support

Production of LTH 600
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Production of LTV 400

Large variety of materials
Mini or maxi –
Large variety of materials

Occasionally aggressive wash
suspensions with different acid
or alkaline concentrations are
often more than some materials
can withstand. To ensure a
reliable operation it is essential
Occasionally
wash
to
choose theaggressive
right material
to
suspensions
withfordifferent
acid
meet
the needs
each indior alkaline
are
vidual
plant.concentrations
Also here Lechler
oftenadvise
more the
thanmost
somesuitable
materials
will
can withstand.
ensure a of
material
for theTo
construction
reliable operation it is essential
the mist eliminator so that it
to choose
the the
rightstresses
material to
will
withstand
meet the upon
needsit for
indiimposed
by each
the specific
vidual
plant.
Also
here
Lechler
application.
will advise the most suitable
material
the construction
of
We offerfor
systems
constructed
the
droplet
separator
so that it
of the
following
materials:
will withstand the stresses
imposed
upon
it byof
thequalities
specific
n Stainless
steels
application.
1.4301, 1.4541, 1.4571 and

other special alloys.
We
offer systems
n Plastics,
such asconstructed
PP, PPtv,
of the
following
GRP,
PE, PVC,materials:
PVDF
n Stainless steels of qualities
1.4301, 1.4541, 1.4571 and
other special alloys.
n Plastics, such as PP, PPtv,
GRP, PE, PVC, PVDF

LTV 400, circular cutted, material PE UV-stabilized

LTV 400, circular cutted, material PE UV-stabilized

LTH 100 with GRP housing

LTH 100 with GRP housing

LTH 600 with stainless steel housing
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LTH 600 with stainless steel housing

Lechler aerosol separators
For extremely fine droplets –
Lechler aerosol separators

Under special conditions it
can be necessary to separate
droplets which are much more
smaller than the limit drop size
of a van-type separator. In
those cases fibre packs with
Under special
conditions it
regulated
or unregulated
can be necessary
structure
are used to
asseparate
aerosol
droplets
which
are
much more
separator or as aerosol
smaller than the
limit drop size
agglomerator
in combination
of
a
van-type
separator.
In
with vane-type separators.
those cases fibre packs with
regulated
or unregulated
For
horizontal
gas flow:
structure are used
aerosol
agglomerator
andas
vane-type
separator
or
as
aerosol
separator
agglomerator in combination
with
separators.
This vane-type
combination
of a fibre
pack agglomerator in the first
For
horizontal
gas flow:
stage
and a vane-type
separaagglomerator
and
vane-type
tor as the second
stage,
offers
separator
special advantages.
The allowed gas velocity of the
This
combination
of apermits
fibre
vane-type
separator
pack
in the
first
small agglomerator
flow areas, which
with
stage
and
a
vane-type
separaan aerosol separator alone
tor
as the
stage,
offers
would
notsecond
be feasible.
The
special
advantages.
aerosol separator catches the
The
gas velocity
highallowed
speed droplets,
and of the
vane-type
separator
permits
guides them to the vane-type
small
flow as
areas,
which with
separator
agglomerated,
an
aerosol
separator
alone
larger drops.
would
be feasible.
The
We cannot
deliver
this separator
aerosol
separator
catches
the
combination to you in plastic
highPVDF)
speedor
droplets,
and
(PP,
stainless
steel
guides them
to the
vane-type
(1.4301,
1.4571,
etc.)
in comseparator
agglomerated,
plete
frameasunits,
with or withlarger
drops. The diverse
out
housings.
We can deliver
this separator
combination
possibilities
of
combination
to
youand
in plastic
different vane-type
fibre
(PP, PVDF)
or stainless
steela
pack
separators
offers you
(1.4301,
1.4571,
etc.)
in
wide spectrum of perfor-complete frame units, with or withmance.
out housings. The diverse
combination
possibilities
For
vertical gas
flow: theof
different
vane-type
andand
fibre
vane-type separator
pack separators
offers you a
aerosol
separator
wide spectrum of performance.
For
vertical gas flow, we use a

vane-type separator as the first
For vertical
flow:separathe
stage
and angas
aerosol
vane-type
separator
and
tor as the second. This combiaerosol
separator
nation has
a higher separation
performance as the single
For
vertical gas
flow, we use a
components
alone.
vane-type
separator
the first
So is for example theas
sensitivity
stage
and (fibre
an aerosol
of aerosol
pack)separaseparator as the second. This combination has a higher separation
performance as the single
components alone.
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So is for example
the sensitivity
of aerosol (fibre pack) separa-

tors faced with a high water
content quite unproblematic in
this combination. The first
stage of vane-type separator
removes the large drops
before they can reach the
tors faced
with a high
aerosol
separator.
Thewater
aerosol
content
quite
separator
canunproblematic
then be used in
this
with combination.
much higher The
gas first
velocistage
ties
asofit vane-type
is possibleseparator
in a stand
removes
the large
alone
solution.
Thisdrops
results in
before
they
can reachefficienthe
very
high
separation
aerosol
separator.
The
aerosol
cies even for the finest droplet
separator can then be used
sizes.
with much higher gas velocities as itcan
is possible
in a sepastand
Lechler
deliver this
alone
solution.
This
results
in
ration concept in pre-fab units
very the
hightype
separation
efficienwith
nomenclature
cies even forforthe
finest droplet
„Demisec“,
mounting
on
sizes.support systems. When
your

covering larger areas, the
Lechler
this sepaunits
cancan
bedeliver
connected
to
ration
concept
in
pre-fab
units
each other.
with the type nomenclature
„Demisec“,
for mounting
on
Beside
the choices
of materials,
your support
systems.
plastic
(PP, PVDF)
and When
staincovering
areas,
the etc),
less
steel larger
(1.4301,
1.4571
unitsdiverse
can becombination
connected to
the
of
each other. offer a very wide
possibilities

working spectrum and the
Beside the of
choices
of materials,
possibility
adaptation
to
plastic
(PP, PVDF)
andand
stainoperational
changes
other
less
steel (1.4301, 1.4571 etc),
demands.
the diverse combination of
possibilities offer a very wide
working spectrum and the
possibility of adaptation to
operational changes and other
demands.

Horizontal gas flow: vane-type separator with agglomerator

Horizontal gas flow: vane-type separator with agglomerator

Vertical gas flow: aerosol separator Demisec (view on top)

Vertical gas flow: aerosol separator Demisec (view on top)

Fibre pack with regulated structure

Demisec (detail)

Fibre pack with regulated structure

Demisec (detail)

Lechler cleaning nozzles
Eliminate contamination with
Lechler cleaning nozzles

Lechler mist eliminators are
designed to provide as little
restriction as possible to the
flow of gas. Where, however,
the gas is heavily laden with
dust, the solid particles may
Lechler
droplet
adhere to
or be separators
baked ontoare
designed
provide
as little
the bafflestoand
thus affect
the
restriction
as
possible
to the
efficiency of the separator.
flow of gas. Where, however,
the
gas is heavily
laden
with
To ensure
continuity
of operadust,
the to
solid
particles
tion and
avoid
costly may
downadhere
to desirable
or be baked
onto a
times it is
to install
the
bafflessystem.
and thus
the
cleaning
Anaffect
arrangeefficiency
of
the
separator.
ment that provides cyclic
washing of the mist eliminaTo ensure
operator
throughcontinuity
full-cone of
nozzles
tion and totoavoid
costly
mounted
the front
anddownrear
times
is desirable
to install
of
the itbaffles
has proved
par-a
cleaningeffective.
system. An arrangeticularly
ment that provides cyclic
washing
of the droplet increasseparaSuch an arrangement
tor
through
full-cone
nozzles
es reliability, avoids encrustamounted
to the front
tion,
and ensures
thatand
the rear
plant
of
the
baffles
has
proved
will maintain its optimum pareffiticularlyover
effective.
ciency
a very long period.

LTH 100 with nozzles spraying

Such an arrangement increases reliability, avoids encrustation, and ensures that the plant
will maintain its optimum efficiency over a very long period.

LTH 100 with nozzles spraying

Spray pattern full cone nozzle

Nozzle spray system

Spray pattern full cone nozzle

Detail nozzle spray system
Nozzle spray system

Detail nozzle spray system

Spray pattern flat jet nozzle

Spray pattern flat jet nozzle
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